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ABSTRACT  
Membrane enhanced peptide synthesis (MEPS) improves conventional liquid phase synthesis by 
purifying intermediate products via filtration. A challenging aspect of MEPS is the propagation of 
unreacted materials and by-products throughout the iterative synthesis. In this study, we first develop 
and validate a model of MEPS. The model is then applied to investigate the implications of side-
reactions (i.e. formation of error sequences) due to incomplete reaction and insufficient removal of 
amino acids after coupling. Sensitivity analysis shows that increasing the reaction extent for all 
couplings from 90% to 100% reduces the yield of truncated sequences from 29% to 0%. The formation 
of repeating sequences is found to be negligible in all case studies due to the large diavolume of post-
deprotection diafiltration. This study provides useful insights into the operation of MEPS with particular 
emphasis on the control of error sequence formation. These insights are transferable to other sequence-
controlled biopolymer syntheses.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Peptides are biopolymers that control, direct and coordinate inter- and intracellular communications and 
cellular functions in many living systems.1,2 As the traditional field of small-molecule medicines is 
relatively mature, researchers in the pharmaceutical industry have turned their attention to biologics 
such as peptides.1,3–8  
 
Figure 1. Comparison of the LPPS and MEPS routes for peptide synthesis. 
Peptides can be synthesized chemically via step-wise addition of amino acid (AA) monomers.9–11 The 
conventional chemical synthesis route consists of solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS)12,13 and liquid 
phase peptide synthesis (LPPS) (Figure 1).14 Membrane enhanced peptide synthesis (MEPS) improves 
the LPPS route by replacing extraction, precipitation, microfiltration and drying with diafiltration15–18, 
and has the advantage of significantly shorter processing time.19,20 Previous studies have shown that this 
iterative approach can achieve high yield and purity for peptide, oligonucleotide and mono-disperse 
polyethylene glycol (PEG).21–23 
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In MEPS, diafiltration is an operational procedure for removing impurities such as by-products, excess 
reagents (i.e. amino acids and piperidine) from a liquid mixture. Continuous addition of fresh solvent 
into the feed tank compensates the volumetric decrease due to liquid permeating through the membrane 
and leaving the system as waste.24 
The operation of MEPS (Figure 1) involves repeated cycles of reaction and diafiltration: 
1. Coupling amino acid to the anchored peptide via conventional Fmoc-chemistry.25 
2. Removal of excess amino acid, other coupling reagents and by-products via constant volume 
diafiltration. 
3. N-terminus deprotection of the Fmoc-protected anchored peptide by piperidine. 
4. Removal of piperidine, other deprotection reagents and by-products via constant volume 
diafiltration. 
5. Repeating steps 1 – 4 until the target peptide sequence is achieved. 
6. Cleavage and global deprotection to obtain the target peptide. 
The soluble anchor23,26 plays a vital role in MEPS (Figure 1). In general, peptides can easily pass through 
membrane during filtration due to their linear structures. However, after they are attached to an anchor 
which has significantly higher molecular weight and normally a branched structure, the anchored 
peptide is retained by the nanofiltration membrane during constant volume diafiltration. At the same 
time, the excess reagents and by-products are completely removed through the membrane. This is 
critical for minimizing side-reactions, which can occur in the presence of residual (i.e. unreacted excess) 
amino acids and piperidine.  
However, there is a trade-off between the purity and overall yield: as the impurities permeate through 
the membrane, so does a small fraction of the valuable product.15 Since the branched structure of anchor 
significantly improves the rejection of the anchor over its linear counterpart according to previous 
studies,21,27 it is preferable to select an anchor with multiple arms attached to the core.23  
Sequence-controlled polymerization is of paramount importance, especially for biopolymers such as 
peptides and oligonucleotides, whose sequences determine their biological functions. A considerable 
number of biological and chemical approaches have been developed for preventing or minimizing the 
formation of error sequences.28–34    
From the process operation perspective, two key decision variables in MEPS are the reaction extent for 
each coupling and the extent of removal of amino acid and piperidine before a new coupling. These 
variables have significant implications for the formation of general error sequences (i.e. exclusive of 
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sequence-specific side reactions35). The resulting error sequences can be classified into three 
categories36,37 (using a target peptide AA(3)-AA(2)-AA(1) as an example):    
1. Truncated sequence (e.g. AA(2)-AA(1)). 
2. Deletion sequence (e.g. AA(3)-AA(1)). 
3. Repeating sequence (e.g. AA(2)-AA(2)-AA(1)).  
The truncated sequence refers to AA(2)-AA(1) that misses the coupling with AA(3) due to an 
incomplete reaction (i.e. reaction extent < 100%). Similarly, the deletion sequence is formed due to the 
incomplete reaction between AA(1) and AA(2). On the other hand, the repeating sequence AA(2)-
AA(2)-AA(1) is formed when AA(2)-AA(1) reacts with the residual AA(2) instead of AA(3) in the 
third coupling 
Using MEPS as a case study, the present research conducts a systematic analysis on the error sequence 
formation in step-growth polymerization. The article is organized into three parts. In the first part, a 
generic model of MEPS is developed in order to study the formation of target biopolymers and 
associated error sequences. The key observations are applied for model reduction and complexity 
management. In the second part, the model is applied to the synthesis of a hexapeptide and then 
validated with the experimental data. Finally, the validated model is used to demonstrate the 
implications of the two key variables (reaction extent for each coupling and the extent of removal of 
amino acid before the next coupling) for the formation of error sequence. 
2. A GENERIC MODEL FOR MEMBRANE ENHANCED PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS (MEPS) 
In this section, we develop a generic model of MEPS for studying the effects of the reaction extent and 
the diavolumes used in the diafiltrations on the propagation of error sequences in this iterative synthesis. 
The aim is to draw general conclusions which apply to peptide synthesis regardless of the sequence.    
As discussed earlier, MEPS starts with the attachment of the first amino acid onto the anchor, which 
aids the subsequent anchored peptide to be retained by the membrane during diafiltrations. The addition 
of subsequent amino acids is achieved with cycles of coupling, post-coupling diafiltration, deprotection 
and post-deprotection diafiltration as shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Steps for synthesizing a peptide with n amino acids before cleavage and global deprotection in MEPS. 
In each coupling, excess amino acid is activated and then reacts with the amino-terminus (H2N-) of the 
anchored peptide. Once the coupling is complete, post-coupling diafiltration is performed to remove 
the excess activated amino acid, coupling reagents and the by-products of coupling. The purified 
anchored peptide proceeds to deprotection, where the temporary amino-terminus protecting group 
(Fmoc-) is removed by piperidine. Once the deprotection is complete, post-deprotection diafiltration is 
performed to remove the piperidine, deprotection reagent and by-products. The purified deprotected 
anchored peptide undergoes another cycle of reactions and diafiltrations for elongation. Detailed 
experimental procedures can be found in Section 3.  
2.1 REACTION NETWORK AND IMPLICATION OF SIDE-REACTIONS   
The formation of error sequences is a general problem in peptide synthesis. Even when all deprotections 
are 100% complete, truncated and deletion sequences can be formed if couplings fail to proceed to 
completion.  
For instance, in the first and second couplings (n=1 & n=2 in Figure 3), the anchor can miss coupling 
with AA(1) and then react with AA(2) to form the deletion sequence Fmoc-AA(2)-Anchor. The anchor 
can also miss coupling with AA(1) and then reacts with AA(1) again in the second coupling, forming 
the truncated sequence H2N-AA(1)-Anchor at the second coupling (i.e. n=2).  
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Figure 3. Combinations of possible reactions in each coupling, where n is the coupling number. 
Repeating sequences can also be formed in the presence of residual amino acid from the previous 
coupling due to incomplete removal. Using the first and second couplings (Figure 3) again as example, 
after the anchor reacts with AA(1) in the first coupling, the anchored peptide can react with the residual 
AA(1) in the second coupling to form the repeating sequence H2N-AA(1)-AA(1)-Anchor. 
Overall, the number of reaction pathways (Figure 3) increases exponentially with the coupling number 
(n) according to Equation 1. For example, there are more than 5,000 reaction pathways in the last 
coupling of a 6-mer (i.e. n=6). 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑠 = (𝑛 + 1)!                                       (1) 
However, since different reaction pathways can produce the same sequence, the number of unique 
sequences in each coupling is smaller than the number of reaction pathways (Equation 1). For example, 
when n=2 (Figure 3), H2N-AA(1)-Anchor can remain unreacted, whereas H2N-Anchor from the 
previous coupling (n=1) can react with H2N-AA(1) to form the same product, H2N-AA(1)-Anchor. 
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Table 1. Unique sequences in each coupling. 
 
A closer examination of the reaction network reveals an interesting pattern for the formation of unique 
sequences. In order to quantify the total number of unique sequences, sequences are grouped according 
to their length (i.e. number of amino acids) in Table 1. For example, the unreacted anchor is in the 
second row, whereas one amino acid attached to the anchor (e.g. AA(1)-Anchor) is in the third row. It 
is observed that the number of sequences with 𝛼 amino acids, where 𝛼 ≤ 𝑛, is given by Equation 2.        
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝛼 𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑜 𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑠 =  
𝑛!
(𝑛 − 𝛼)!
                      (2) 
As a result, the total number of unique sequences can be calculated by Equation 3, which is the 
summation of all formulations in the second column of Table 1. Interestingly, when n approaches 
infinity, the well-known Euler’s number appears (Equation 4).38 Since there is only one target sequence 
in each coupling, the number of error sequences can then be calculated by Equation 5, showing that the 
number of unique error sequences increase exponentially with the coupling number (n).  
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 =  
𝑛!
𝑛!
+
𝑛!
(𝑛 − 1)!
+
𝑛!
(𝑛 − 2)!
+ ⋯ +
𝑛!
1!
+
𝑛!
0!
                  (3𝑎) 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 =  𝑛! × ൥ ෍ ൬
1
𝑖!
൰
௡
௜ୀ଴
 ൩                                    (3𝑏) 
𝑒 =  ෍ ൬
1
𝑖!
൰
ஶ
௜ୀ଴
                                                                           (4) 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 = ൥ 𝑛! × ෍ ൬
1
𝑖!
൰
௡
௜ୀ଴
 ൩  − 1                                               (5) 
Unique sequences (coupling number = n) Number of sequences 
Anchor 1 =  
𝑛!
(𝑛 − 0)!
 
AA(n)-Anchor, … , AA(1)-Anchor 𝑛 =
𝑛!
(𝑛 − 1)!
 
AA(n)-AA(1)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(1)-Anchor 
AA(n)-AA(2)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(2)-Anchor 
… 
AA(n)-AA(n-1)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(n-1)-Anchor 
𝑛 × (𝑛 − 1) =
𝑛!
(𝑛 − 2)!
 
AA(n)-AA(1)-AA(1)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(1)-AA(1)-Anchor 
AA(n)-AA(2)-AA(1)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(2)-AA(1)-Anchor 
… 
AA(n)-AA(n-1)-AA(n-2)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(n-1)-AA(n-2)-Anchor 
𝑛 × (𝑛 − 1) × (𝑛 − 2) =
𝑛!
(𝑛 − 3)!
 
… 
… 
… 
… 
… 
… 
AA(n)-AA(1)-…-AA(1)-AA(1)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(1)-…-AA(1)-AA(1)-Anchor 
AA(n)-AA(2)-…-AA(1)-AA(1)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(2)-…-AA(1)-AA(1)-Anchor 
… 
AA(n)-AA(n-1)-…-AA(2)-AA(1)-Anchor, …, AA(1)-AA(n-1)-…-AA(2)-AA(1)-Anchor 
𝑛! =
𝑛!
(𝑛 − 𝑛)!
 
Target sequence =  AA(n)-AA(n-1)-…-AA(2)-AA(1)-Anchor 𝑆𝑢𝑚 =  1 + 𝑛 + 𝑛 × (𝑛 − 1) + ⋯ + 𝑛! + 𝑛! 
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For instance, the synthesis of a 5-mer can produce more than 300 error sequences, whereas more than 
six trillion (6.61×10^18) error sequences can be formed in the synthesis of a 20-mer (Figure 3). The 
exponential growth of error sequences makes the process simulation extremely complicated. Therefore, 
it is necessary to apply justifiable assumptions that suppress the computational complexities.  
Although the diversity of error sequences increases exponentially with the number of coupling 
(Equation 5), the quantity of error sequences that originate from a mis-coupling should be conserved. 
For instance, the unreacted anchor from the first coupling (H2N-Anchor) has three possible reaction 
pathways in the second coupling (Figure 4a): 1) remains unreacted; 2) reacts with residual H2N-AA(1) 
from the first coupling; 3) reacts with Fmoc-AA(2). At the end of the second coupling, the total number 
of moles of these error sequences must be equal to the total number of moles of the unreacted anchor at 
the beginning.  
This observation means the reaction pathway can be greatly simplified by only including new error 
sequences immediately upon formation, which represent all the corresponding error sequences in the 
subsequent reactions. For example, the unreacted anchor in the first coupling represents all three 
corresponding error sequences in the second coupling (Figure 4b). In general, the error sequence 
representatives have 100% conservation of quantity during reactions, but can be removed through the 
membrane during diafiltrations. 
 
Figure 4. Combinations of possible reactions in each coupling, where n is the coupling number. 
Another important experimental insight about MEPS is the fact that the presence of residual amino acid 
from two couplings or more before the current coupling can be ignored due to the extensive washing 
by the two diafiltrations per addition of amino acid. For instance, in the third coupling (n=3), residual 
AA(1) can be ignored and only AA(2) and AA(3) are considered for the formation of the error sequences.  
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Considering these observations, only two relevant error sequences (truncated and repeating sequences) 
are formed in each coupling (Figure 5). The truncated sequence is formed due to incomplete coupling, 
while the repeating sequence is the result of residual amino acid from the previous coupling. As a result, 
the simplified model needs to consider only a manageable number of error sequences, while preserving 
the model fidelity.  
 
Figure 5. Combinations of possible reaction pathways in the tailored model, where n is the coupling number. 
For example, in the sixth coupling (n=6), only 11 error sequences are considered in the simplified model, 
which is only 0.6% of all possible error sequences. The effect of simplification is even more evident for 
the synthesis of a 20-mer, as the number of error sequences necessary for modeling the last coupling 
will be only 39 instead of 6.61 trillion. 
2.2 MASS BALANCE IN REACTIONS AND DIAFILTRATIONS 
The process model calculates the mass balance (mole-based) of the anchored peptide, error sequences, 
amino acids and piperidine in couplings, deprotections and diafiltrations. The process consists of steps, 
which are assigned specific step numbers (i). For example, the first coupling between anchor and Fmoc-
AA(1) is step 1 and the following diafiltration is step 2. The quantities of the anchored peptide, error 
sequences, amino acids and piperidine are calculated at the beginning and the end of each step. 
A steady state model was developed and the consumption of amino acid and formation of anchored 
peptide was determined by the extent of the reactions in a specific coupling (ξcoupling in Equation 6 and 
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7). In deprotections, piperidine remained unconsumed (Equation 8), whereas the formation of 
deprotected anchored peptide is determined by the reaction extent (ξdeprotection in Equation 9).  
Any unreacted peptide in a coupling becomes the truncated sequence in the next coupling. As explained 
earlier, the quantity of these truncated sequences is conserved in the coupling (Equation 10). The 
formation of repeating sequence in a specific coupling is determined by the reaction extent and quantity 
of residual amino acid from the previous coupling (Equation 11). 
𝑀௔௠௜௡௢ି௔௖௜ௗି௙ (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑀௔௠௜௡௢ି௔௖௜ௗି௜௡௜௧௜௔ (𝑖, 𝑗) × ൣ1 − 𝜀௖௢௨௣௟௜௡௚(𝑖)൧            (6) 
𝑀௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧ି௙௜௡௔௟(𝑖, 𝑘) = 𝑀௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧ି௜௡௜௧௜௔ (𝑖, 𝑘 − 1) × 𝜀௖௢௨௣௟௜௡௚(𝑖)                     (7) 
𝑀௣௜௣௘௥௜ௗ௜௡௘ି௙௜ (𝑖) =  𝑀௣௜௣௘௥௜ௗ௜௡௘ି௜௡௜௧௜௔௟(𝑖)                                                        (8) 
𝑀௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧ି௙௜௡௔௟(𝑖, 𝑘) = 𝑀௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧ି௜௡௜௧௜ (𝑖, 𝑘 − 1) × 𝜀ௗ௘௣௥௢௧௘௖௧௜௢௡(𝑖)               (9) 
𝑀௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧ି௙௜௡௔௟(𝑖, 𝑙) = 𝑀௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧ି௜௡௜௧௜ (𝑖, 𝑙)                                                        (10) 
𝑀௘௥௥௢௥ି௥௘௣௘௔௧ି (𝑖, 𝑚) = 𝑀௔௠௜௡௢ି௔௖௜ௗି௜௡ (𝑖, 𝑗) × 𝜀௖௢௨௣௟௜௡௚(𝑖)                      (11) 
where 𝑖 is the step number (1, 5, 9, … for coupling; 3, 7, 11, … for deprotection). j (1, 2, 3, …) is the 
species number (dimensionless) for amino acid. 𝑘 (1, 2, 3, …) and 𝑙 (1, 2, 3, …, k-1) are the species 
numbers (dimensionless) for anchored peptide. 𝑚  (=j) is the species number (dimensionless) for 
repeating sequence. MXXX-initial and MXXX-final are quantities of a compound (XXX = amino acid, 
piperidine or anchored peptide) (mol) at the beginning and the end of each coupling.    
For all diafiltrations, the quantities of components at the end are calculated by the equation for single-
stage membrane system (Equation 12)24, which only requires the inputs of diavolume (W) and rejection 
of each component (R). Diavolume (W) refers to the ratio between cumulative permeate volume and 
the system liquid volume.39 
𝑀௑௑௑ି௙௜௡௔௟(𝑖) = 𝑀௑௑௑ି௜௡௜௧௜௔ (𝑖) × 𝑒ିௐ(௜)×(ଵିோ೉೉೉)                              (12) 
where 𝑊 is the diavolume (dimensionless) and 𝑅௑௑௑ is rejection of a compound (XXX = amino acid, 
piperidine or anchored peptide) (dimensionless). 
In order to quantify the target and error sequences relative to the starting material (i.e. anchor), the 
overall yields of these sequences are calculated at the end of each step (i.e. reaction or diafiltration). 
The overall yield (mole-based) is defined as the quantity of the particular sequence relative to the 
quantity of the anchor at the beginning of the first coupling (Equation 13). 
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 𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = ெ೛ೝ೚೏ೠ೎೟ష೑೔೙ೌ೗
(௜,௞)
ெೌ೙೎೓೚ೝష೔೙೔೟ (ଵ)
 × 100%                                     (13) 
where 𝑖 is the step number (1, 5, 9, … for coupling; 3, 7, 11, … for deprotection) and 𝑘 is the species 
numbers (dimensionless) for anchored peptide (1, 2, 3, …). 
In summary, the key decision variables in the current model are the reaction extent for each coupling 
and the solvent diavolumes for post-coupling and post-deprotection diafiltrations. The impact of these 
variables on the formation of error sequences and the overall yield is discussed in Section 4. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MEMBRANE ENHANCED PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS (MEPS) 
The development of the generic model was based on the valuable insights about the overall reaction 
network. As a case study, the generic model was applied to the synthesis of a model hexapeptide 
(sequence and anchor not disclosed due to collaborator confidentiality agreement). Experiment was 
performed in order to validate the model. All the materials and procedures involved are reported in the 
following.  
3.1  MATERIALS AND SINGLE-STAGE MEMBRANE SYSTEM 
All chemicals were used as received from the commercial suppliers unless stated otherwise. All amino 
acids and 2-(1H-Benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) were 
purchased from Merck Millipore, whereas diisopropylethylamine (DIEA), 1-hydroxybenzotriazole 
hydrate (HOBt) and piperidine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was 
purchased from VWR. The organic-solvent-stable ceramic membrane (Material: TiO2/Al3O3, 19-
channel, length = 25 cm, channel diameter = 3.5 mm, pore size = 0.9 nm, molecular weight cut-off 
(MWCO) = 450 g ∙ mol-1) was purchased from Inopor GmbH. 
The single-stage cross-flow membrane system (Figure 6) for MEPS consisted of a feed tank, a 
membrane unit, a heat exchanger and several tanks for solvent, permeate and drainage. The feed tank 
had a working volume between 0.4 L and 2.5 L. The system was pressurized by compressed nitrogen 
from the top of the feed tank with a maximum working pressure of 25 bar. Pump 1 pumped fresh solvent 
into the system against the compressed nitrogen during constant volume diafiltration. Pump 2 was a 
circulation pump (flow rate ≈ 1.7 L ∙ min-1) which ensured good mixing in the system and controlled 
the flow direction of the liquid.  
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Figure 6. Single-stage membrane system used for MEPS. 
3.2  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE  
MEPS consisted of three major steps before cleavage and global deprotection. The coupling of amino 
acid with anchored peptide and N-terminus deprotection was repeated for the elongation of the peptide. 
Once a reaction was finished, constant volume diafiltration was performed: fresh solvent was pumped 
constantly into the system to maintain a constant liquid volume in the system, as the excess reagents 
and by-products permeated through the membrane. Each post-coupling and post-deprotection 
diafiltration required 4 and 14 diavolume of fresh THF respectively. All the reactions and diafiltrations 
took place in the single-stage membrane system (Figure 6).  
(i) LOADING OF FIRST AMINO ACID ONTO ANCHOR  
Fmoc-protected amino acid (1.05 eq) was dissolved in THF, followed by HOBt (1.05 eq) and DIEA 
(2.00 eq). HBTU (1.05 eq) was dissolved separately in DMF and the solution was added to the reaction 
solution. Anchor (1.00 eq) was added to the reaction solution, which was stirred at room temperature 
for 1 hour. The reaction was monitored by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). After the 
reaction was complete, diafiltration was performed with 4 diavolumes of fresh THF (400 mL per 
diavolume). 
(ii) N-TERMINUS DEPROTECTION 
Piperidine and HOBt was added into the purified anchored peptide/THF solution (concentrations of 
piperidine and HOBt were 5 weight% and 0.1M respectively). The reaction solution was stirred at room 
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temperature for 2 hours. The reaction was monitored by HPLC. After the reaction was complete, the 
diafiltration was performed with 14 diavolumes of fresh THF (400 mL per diavolume). 
(iii) COUPLING OF AMINO ACIDS WITH ANCHORED PEPTIDE 
Fmoc-protected amino acid (1.05 eq with respect to the starting anchor quantity), HOBt (1.05 eq) and 
DIEA (2.00 eq) were added into the purified deprotected anchored peptide/THF solution. HBTU (1.05 
eq) was dissolved separately in DMF and the solution was added to the reaction solution. The reaction 
solution was stirred at room temperature for 1 hour. The reaction was monitored by HPLC. After the 
reaction was complete, diafiltration was performed with 4 diavolumes of fresh THF (400 mL per 
diavolume). 
4. PROCESS MODEL VALIDATION WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
The experimental data of MEPS of the model hexapeptide before cleavage and global deprotection is 
presented in Table 2. The anchored peptide and error sequences share the same high rejection values 
(99.7%) with the anchor, whereas amino acids and piperidine have relatively low rejection (33.0%). All 
deprotections achieved completion and all couplings had close to 100% reaction extent. Each post-
coupling and post-deprotection diafiltration had 4 and 14 diavolumes respectively. 
Table 2. Experimental data of MEPS for model validation. 
Rejection (amino acids) 33.0% 
Rejection (piperidine) 33.0% 
Rejection (anchor) 99.7% 
Rejection (anchored peptide) 99.7% 
Rejection (deletion sequence) 99.7% 
Rejection (repeating sequence) 99.7% 
Reaction extent (all deprotections) 100% 
Reaction extent (coupling 1 - 5) 99% 
Reaction extent (coupling 6) 95% 
Diavolume (post-coupling) 4 
Diavolume (post-deprotection) 14 
 
These data were used in the process model of MEPS for calculating the mass balance of the anchored 
peptide product and error sequences. The purity and yields of anchored peptide product and error 
sequences from experiment and simulation are presented in Table 3. The simulation data have good 
agreement with the experimental ones, showing that the model has a good representation of the actual 
process.  
Table 3. Experimental and modelling results of single-stage MEPS. 
 Experimental Simulation 
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Purity (%) 88 88 
Yield* (anchored peptide product) (%)  71 68 
Yield* (error sequences) (%)  10 7 
*The overall yield was before cleavage and global deprotection (i.e. the peptide was still bound to the anchor). 
4.2  SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Since MEPS is a combination of reactions and diafiltrations, the operating conditions of reactions and 
diafiltrations have significant influences on the overall performance (i.e. overall yield of anchored 
peptide product vs overall yield of error sequences).  
For couplings and deprotections, a close to 100% reaction extent means more desired product and less 
truncated sequence passing down to the subsequent reactions. Incomplete couplings can be caused by 
side-reactions35 or hindrance for mass transfer. Side-reactions can be avoided by adopting a suitable 
chemical route, whereas hindrance for mass transfer can be overcome by increasing the concentration 
of reactants or the reaction time.22  
For post-coupling and post-deprotection diafiltrations respectively, the removal of amino acid and 
piperidine prevents the side-reaction in the following reactions. For example, piperidine was reduced 
to less than the detection threshold, in order to prevent the deprotection of peptide chain in the following 
coupling. Amino acid must be removed before the next coupling in order to prevent the formation of 
repeating sequences. The removal of amino acids and piperidine in a diafiltration is proportional to the 
diavolumes used. 
After validating the process model with experimental data, sensitivity analysis was performed on the 
two key decision variables of MEPS, namely the reaction extent for all couplings as well as the 
diavolume of post-coupling diafiltrations. Based on the experimental data (Table 2), the reaction extent 
for all deprotections was fixed at 100% and the diavolume of all post-deprotection diafiltrations was 
fixed at 14.  
4.2.1  EFFECT OF POST-COUPLING DIAFILTRATION ON THE OVERALL YIELD 
In this sensitivity analysis, the implications of excess amino acids were studied. All reactions were 
assumed 100% completion, in order to decouple their effects. Here, the diavolume of post-coupling 
diafiltrations was varied in order to investigate the effect of post-coupling diafiltration on the overall 
yield of the final anchored peptide product. 
In each post-coupling diafiltration, amino acid is removed through the membrane. As shown in Figure 
7, the quantity of residual amino acid in the system decreases exponentially as the diavolumes increase. 
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For example, when 3.00 equivalent amino acid is used in a coupling, 2.00 equivalent is unreacted. After 
8 diavolumes, only 0.01 equivalent amino acid remains in the system. 
 
Figure 7. Removal of amino acid in post-coupling diafiltration. 
The overlapping lines in Figure 8 show that the post-coupling diafiltration has negative impact on the 
overall yield of the final anchored peptide product, regardless how many equivalent of amino acid is 
used in the coupling. This means the decrease of the overall yield is mainly attributed to the loss of 
anchored product through membrane during diafiltration rather than the formation of repeating 
sequences.   
 
Figure 8. Effect of diavolume of each post-coupling diafiltration on the overall yield of final product. 
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Figure 9 shows that the formation of repeating sequences is negligible even in the worst case scenario 
where 3.00 equivalent of amino acid was used in each coupling without any post-coupling diafiltration. 
This finding is surprising as the presence of unreacted amino acid definitely leads to the formation of 
repeating sequences in the next stage.  
 
Figure 9. Effect of diavolume of each post-coupling diafiltration on the overall yields of repeating sequences. 
The modelling data in Table 4 and 5 reveal that significant removal of amino acid occurs in the post-
deprotection diafiltration, where the quantity of piperidine is reduced from 12.49 equivalent to 0.01 
equivalent (i.e. 99.9% removal). As a result of this demanding requirement of residual piperidine level, 
10.6 diavolumes are needed per post-deprotection diafiltration. With the same diavolume, the residual 
amino acid present in the system is also reduced by 99.9%. For example, when 3.00 equivalent amino 
acid is used per coupling, only 0.002 equivalent amino acid is left after the diafiltration with 10.6 
diavolume (Table 5). As a result, the formation of repeating sequences is not an issue even when no 
post-coupling diafiltration is conducted. 
Table 4. Piperidine removal in post-deprotection diafiltration. 
Diavolume (post-deprotection) 10.6 
Quantity of piperidine at the beginning of post-deprotection diafiltration 12.49 eq 
Quantity of residual piperidine at the end of post-deprotection diafiltration 0.01 eq 
 
Table 5. Amino acid removal in post-deprotection diafiltration. 
Diavolume  10.6 
Quantity of amino acid at the beginning of coupling 3.00 eq 
Quantity of amino acid at the beginning of post-coupling diafiltration 2.00 eq 
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Quantity of amino acid at the end of post-coupling diafiltration 0.002 eq 
 
4.2.2  EFFECT OF COUPLING COMPLETION ON THE OVERALL YIELD 
In this sensitivity analysis, the reaction extent was varied from 100% to 90% for all couplings. Figure 
10 shows that this has greater impact on the overall yield of anchored peptide product and error 
sequences than the diavolume of each post-coupling diafiltration. The overall yield of anchored peptide 
product decreases considerably from 80% to 41% as the reaction extent for all couplings decreases from 
100% to 90%.  
 
Figure 10. Effect of reaction extent on the overall yields of target and error sequences. 
The formation of the truncated sequences becomes prominent as the reaction extent for all couplings 
decreases (Figure 10). For instance, when the reaction extent is 90%, the truncated sequences account 
for 29% of the final yield, whereas the overall yield of the target sequence is only 41%. Therefore, the 
formation of truncated error sequences can be prevented by allowing all reactions to proceed to 
completion. 
On the other hand, the formation of repeating sequences is negligible (~0.004% overall yield) and 
insensitive to the change in reaction extent for all couplings due to the extensive removal of amino acid 
in post-deprotection diafiltrations.   
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The reaction network for peptide synthesis is highly complex as the number of possible side-products 
(error sequences) grows exponentially with the number of couplings. Nonetheless, many pathways can 
lead to the same error sequences. This study quantifies the unique error sequences, demonstrating that 
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it is in the order of n factorial (n!) where n is the number of coupling. Considering all unique error 
sequences in the peptide synthesis process poses a formidable computational challenge. Based on the 
mechanistic insights of the peptide chemistry and membrane filtration, a process model of MEPS was 
developed to account for the major error sequences. The process model was validated with the 
experimental data for the MEPS of a 6-mer, showing good agreement between the experimental and 
modelling results. Sensitivity analysis was then conducted on two key decisions variables in MEPS, 
namely the extent of the coupling reaction and the diavolume of each post-coupling diafiltration. 
Modelling results demonstrated that the reaction extent for all couplings has significant impact on the 
overall yield of the final anchored peptide product. Increasing the reaction extent for all couplings from 
90% to 100% improves the overall yield of the final anchored product from 41% to 80%, while reducing 
the overall yield of truncated sequences from 29% to 0%. On the other hand, the post-coupling 
diafiltrations are found to be unnecessary, as 99.9% of unreacted amino acid is removed together with 
piperidine in the post-deprotection diafiltration. The sensitivity analysis also shows that the formation 
of truncated sequences is more prominent than the formation of repeating sequences in all case studies, 
reaffirming the assumption made in model development that the residual amino acids from two 
couplings or earlier are negligible.   
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